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Abstract 

The traditional encryption methods pay more attention to the confidentiality of the 

message content, but ignore the protection of identity information to the communicating 

parties. By encrypting, the contents of the communication acquired by attackers became 

relatively difficult, but they can still found the identity information of the two sides to 

communicate easily because in the TCP / IP protocol, the sender and receiver of the 

message are exposed. The anonymity communication technology, is used to solve this 

problem. The first anonymity communication technology can date back to 1981, Chaum 

proposed MIX [1] which is a very important technology for reference by a number of 

researchers of anonymity communication. The rapid development of the Internet has 

made things convenience to people, but also led to more personal information exposed to 

the public. As a result, a growing number of areas that required anonymity 

communication technology to protect the user's privacy. P2P file-sharing is not 

exception. P2P is undoubtedly the most popular way for file-sharing, but popular P2P 

file-sharing protocols, such as BitTorrent, can’t provide users anonymity communication 

service. Many people choose to build upon existing anonymous communication tools, 

such as Tor, to achieve anonymous P2P file transfer, but Tor primarily provides 

anonymous service for web browsing, instant message or other low latency applications. 

A large number of P2P file traffic will seriously threaten the service of Tor. Therefore, 

the anonymity communication service specifically for P2P file sharing system is very 

important. In this paper, we presents an anonymity communication scheme specifically 

for P2P file-sharing networks called F-Crowds which based on Crowds [2] to provide an 

adjustable anonymity service for P2P file-sharing. 

 

Keywords: component; Crowds; anonymity system; F-Crowds; P2P; adjustable 

anonymity 

 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1.  Crowds 

Crowds protocol is a peer-to-peer network with a different path selection policy from 

the Mix-net system. It was proposed by Bell Laboratories in 1998, which aims to protect 

users' privacy when they are browsing the web. The idea of Crowds is “mixed in the 

crowd”. Users in Crowds can forward messages from other users as well as themselves, 

we call them Jondos. Each Jondo in Crowds organized by an central server named 

Blender. When a new member join in Crowds, Blender will notice all Jondos that there is 

a new Jondo joins us, and it also inform the new members the information of other 

Jondos in system. 
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Figure 1. Structure of Crowds 

When someone in Crowds visit a website, it can choose to send the request to the web 

server directly, or forward the request to one Jondo in Crowds. When a jondo receive the 

request, it does the same things that send the request to the server or forward it to one 

Jondo in Crowds. 
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Figure 2. Example of a Path in Crowds System 

The request is always sent to jondo with the probability of fp , as sent to server with 

1- fp . The request forward by a jondo to another jondo until it is sent to server. Some 

possible path are shown 

In “Figure 2”. In this figure, the possible path are 1 → 5 → server; 2 → 6 → 2 → 

server; 3 → 1 → 6 → server; 4 → 4 → server; 5 → 4 → 6 → server; and 6 → 3 → 

server. 

 

1.2.  BitTorrent 

BitTorrent is the most widely used P2P file distribution protocol, the BT network has 

three basic composition: Seed node, Downloader node and Tracker. Seed node is the user 

who owns the entire file, and Downloader node is the user who wants to download the 

file. Tracker server maintains a list of Downloader nodes which enable Downloader 

nodes interconnect between themselves and file can transfer directly between 

Downloader nodes. That not only reducing pressure on Seed node but also improving the 

performance of the entire network. 
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In BitTorrent, the shared file virtualization into equal-sized pieces. When we 

download a file, we need seed. In fact, the seed is the metafile with an extension name 

"torrent". The seed contains some information about files to be shared, such as file name, 

file size, the URL pointing to Tracker server, the index information and the hash 

verification code for each piece. Seed node will publish the seed to Tracker server, when 

someone wants to download the shared file, he need a BitTorrent client and seed. 

BitTorrent client will parse torrent files and get Tracker server address, then send a 

request to the server. Once received the request, the Tracker server will return the Seed 

node' address and other downloader nodes' address. 

Tracker

Register Publish

Connection

Downloader Seed  

Figure 3. The Structure of BitTorrent 

 

Downloader

Tracker Blender

 

Figure 4. Require F-Node form Blender 

Client will download pieces from Seed node or Download nodes, for each piece, the 

client will calculate the hash value of it, and compare with the hash value in torrent, if 

they are equal, it indicates that the piece is correct and complete, otherwise, client have to 

re-download the piece. If some pieces are downloaded, as long as the client does not 

close, the node will become the new seed of the shared files. BT network using multi-

point parallel download technology, so Downloader nodes will provide upload services to 
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other Downloader nodes at the same time. As a result, the download speed increases as 

the number of users increase. 

BitTorrent protocol does not provide a user with anonymity service when he 

downloads a file. In this paper, we introduce F-Crowds which add a layer on BitTorrent, 

provide an adjustable anonymity for BitTorrent protocol. 

 

2. F-NODE 

F-Crowds are intended to provide an anonymous layer for BtiTorrent, so it can obtain 

a certain degree of anonymity, thus the peers that are listed by the tracker for a particular 

torrent achieve plausible deniability. 

F-Crowds adopts the main ideas of Crowds, using the same forwarding strategy as 

Crowds. Furthermore, it allows the trade-off between anonymity and efficiency to be 

made by adjust the parameter. So, F-Crowds can provide users with the flexibility of 

anonymity and meet the different needs of different people for anonymity. 
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Figure 5. Download Piece 

When downloader downloads files with BitTorrent client, the Tracker will return a list 

containing the addresses of the torrent publisher and other downloaders. And then, the 

downloader can contact other downloaders and exchange pieces with each other through 

this list. This way can greatly reduce the burden on the server, and more people 

download, the faster download speed can be. But in the same time, the downloaders will 

be exposed, thus leaked the privacy of the downloaders. 

As the same with Crowds, F-Crowds also uses probability forwarding to provide 

anonymity. F-Crowds introduce a kind of node named F-Node, and F-node does not 

participate in file download, it can only forward other downloaders' requests. 

In order to establish an anonymity communication, the downloader send a request to 

the Tracker for a list of other downloaders. After the Tracker receives the request, it 

requests some F-nodes from Blender rather than directly response the list to the 

downloader. After the tracker receives the F-nodes from Blender, it will mix them with 

other downloaders together into a new list, then it will send the new list to the 

downloader. So that when someone downloads files through the list, when he requests 

pieces from a normal node, the node will return the piece to him. When he requests 
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pieces from F-Node, the F-Node simply forwards his request to other nodes. So when a 

node receives a request for pieces, it can’t determine who's the initiator of the request, 

because the request may come from a F-Node. 

 

3. Tradeoff between Anonymity and Performance 

The existing anonymity schemes in order to pursue anonymity expense to much 

performance. Sometimes, people may be willing to sacrifice performance in order to get a 

strong anonymity. But sometimes, people may want to have a good performance. 

Therefore, F-Crowds provide a mechanism that can make trade-off between anonymity 

and performance by adjusting the parameters. 

We use L represent a set of degrees of anonymity. When the downloader send a 

request to Tracker, he will send a parameter kl  to the server which on behalf of his 

desired degree of anonymity. 

 

1 2{ , , , , , }k mL l l l l     1m   

 

Where 1 2, , , , ,k ml l l l  represent the degree of anonymity. The degree of anonymity 

gets higher as k grows. In other words, 1l  represents the lowest degree of anonymity, 

while ml  represents the highest. 

We use P represent a set of probabilities of forwarding. In F-Crowds, when a F-Node 

receive a request, it simply forward it to a normal node with a probability of kp  or 

forward it to another F-Node with a probability of 1- kp . 

 

1 2{ , , , , , }k mP p p p p     1m   

 

Where 1 2, , , , ,k mp p p p  represent the probability of forwarding. The probability 

of forwarding gets higher as k grows. In other words, 1p  represents the lowest 

probability while mp  represents the highest probability. 

We use Q represent a set of the value for kp . 

 

{(0, ),( ,2* ), ,( *( 1), * )}Q v v v v m v m   

1
v

m
  

 

The value of the probability kp  is between the interval(v*(k-1),v*k). For each request 

from Tracker, Blender randomly get a value q from the interval and let kp = q. 
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Figure 6. The F-Nodes Participating in the Anonymity Torrent 

 

Let n be the number of peers participating in an anonymous torrent and m be the 

number of F-Nodes participating in the anonymous torrent. Obviously m n  . We 

use N represent a set of the number of F-Nodes. 

 

1 2{ , , , , , }k mN n n n n
 

1m   
 

Where 1 2, , , , ,k mn n n n  represent the number of F-Nodes participating in an 

anonymous torrent. The number of F-Nodes gets bigger as k grows. In other words, 1n  

represents the smallest number of F-Nodes, while mn  represents the biggest. 

The total number of F-Nodes is B. We use F represent a set of the value for kn . 

 

{(0, ),( ,2* ), ,( *( 1), * )}F b b b b m m b   
B

b
m


 

 

The value of the F-Nodes number kn  is between the interval (b*(k-1),b*k). For each 

request from Tracker, Blender randomly get a value f from the interval and let kn = f. 

When someone start an anonymous torrent, he sends the request to Tracker with an 

expected degree of anonymity kl , than Tracker sends the request to the Blender. 

According to kl , Blender first set kp , kn  with the random value in(v*(k-1), v*k) and 

(b*(k-1),b*k). Then Blender select kn  F-Nodes from All F-Nodes randomly. Blender 

return all of the kn F-Nodes and the forwarding probability kp  to Tracker. Tracker mix 

the F-Nodes and the normal nodes to a new list and return the new list and the received 

kp  to the downloader. 

Upon receiving the response from Tracker, the downloader start request pieces from 

the nodes in the list. The request includes the parameter kp , when a normal node 
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receives the request, it responses to the request directly and ignores kp , but when the 

request received by a F-Node, it may forward the request to a normal node with the 

probability 1- kp  or forward the request to other F-Nodes with the probability kp . 

Downloader

Tracker

Blender

 

Figure 7. Tradeoff between Anonymity and Performance 

F-Crowds makes trade-off between the anonymity and performance by adjust the 

parameter. When downloader selects a higher degree of anonymity, the F-Node number 

and forwarding probability also bigger, thereby providing a better degree of anonymity. 

When it choose a lower degree of anonymity, the F-Node number and forwarding 

probability become small, thus providing a lower degree of anonymity but a perfect 

performance. 

 

4. Anonymity Analysis 

In a system with N users, the system can achieve the maximum degree of anonymity is 

that, for the attacker, each member in the system has the same probability that he is the 

originator of the request. That is, the probability for each member is the same as the 

request originator. The author proposed measuring the degree of anonymity by entropy in 

the paper [3].Here, we use the way that paper proposed to measure the degree of 

anonymity of F-Crowds. 

We denote by H(X) the entropy of the system after the attack has taken place: 

2

1

H( ) log ( )
N

k k

k

X p p


 
 

We denote by MH  the maximum entropy of the system: 

2log ( )MH N C 
 

Where C is the number of collaborators. 

The information that the attacker can learned is: 

H ( )M H X
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We than define the degree of anonymity provided by the system as: 

( ) ( )
1 M

M M

H H X H X
d

H H


    

where 0 1d   and if d = 0 that means the probability of the request initiated by 

someone is 1. But if d = 1, the attacker can’t get any useful information about who is the 

initiator of the request. 

The author of Crowds believes that the probability for the path initiator is the 

predecessor node of the first attacker is: 

1

( 1) 1
1k

C k

N p N C N C
P p

N N


    
  

 

The probability of the request is initiated by other nodes is 

11

1

C k
i

p p
p

N C N


 

  , 2C i N    

Thus 

1 2 1 2( ) log ( ) ( 1) logC C i iH X P P N C p p    
 

There the degree of anonymity will be 

( ) ( )
1 M

M M

H H X H X
d

H H


    

= 2 2

2

( 1) 1
log [ ] log [ ]

( 1)

log ( )

k
k

k k

N p N C N N C N
p

N N p N C N p

N C

    


  



 

According to the above formula, we can obtain the following simulation results. 
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Figure 8. N=5 and C=[1,4] 
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Figure 9. N=10 and C=[1,9] 
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Figure 10. N=50 and C=[1,49] 
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Figure 11. N=100 and C=[1,99] 
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5. Conclusion 

In this article, we have introduced the anonymity Crowds which can provide 

anonymity service when people surf the Internet. We present F-Crowds, an anonymity 

communication scheme for the BitTorrent protocol which based on Crowds and we 

analyze the degree of anonymity of F-Crowds. F-Crowds not only provide BitTorrent the 

ability to download anonymity but also can tradeoff between the anonymity and 

performance to meet the different needs of users. 

Crowds only provide sender anonymity, in some cases, that can’t meet the needs for 

users. Therefore, extending the Crowds system from sender-anonymity only to both, 

sender and receiver anonymity becomes very meaningful. In the future, we will continue 

to study Crowds anonymity communication and committed to provide a anonymity 

communication which can achieve the sender anonymity and receiver anonymity. 
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